Match the literary terms:

Irony / Situational Irony / Verbal Irony / Dramatic Irony / Tragic Hero / Alliteration / Internal rhyme / Onomatopoeia / iamb / enjambment / simile / stanza / quatrain / meter / rhyme / pattern / iambic pentameter

based on the movie, Frankenstein.

What is the creature’s greatest need?

What is Dr. Victor Frankenstein’s reaction the first time the creature reaches toward him?

What do both Victor Frankenstein and the creature have in common?

Who is the one person who is kind to the creature?

What is the request to which the creature says Frankenstein must comply or suffer the consequence is?

Satire and Irony

What does Satire in literature include?

What are the different types of irony?

Beowulf and the roots of Anglos Saxon Poetry (Middle Age History):

What is considered the oldest English in existence?

What did Anglo Saxon poetry fulfill?

In what perspective is Beowulf presented?

What Germanic Poetry that was composed survived?

What are the characteristic traits of the ideal epic hero?

Who was forced to sign the Magna Carta?

What was the language of the ‘educated people’?

What was fought by England against France (name of war)?

What did the social status of women depend on?

The majority of people in Chaucer’s day were poor and how did they make their living?

All books were made and copied by hand on paper and were originally made of what?

What are journeys to special places of religious or holy significance called?
Geoffrey Chaucer, *The Canterbury Tales* and *Beowulf.*

Does *The Canterbury Tales* qualify as a medieval romance with tales of knights and the stress of chivalry?

Did the Germanic past influence Anglo Saxon poetry as represented in *Beowulf*?

When was *Beowulf* thought to be composed?

Who is Grendel a descendant of?

What themes does the poem, *Beowulf* blend?

Where did Chaucer spend most of his childhood?

What was Chaucer’s father’s occupation?

Were Chaucer’s pilgrims really interested in the companionship and social atmosphere of pilgrimages?

Where is Chaucer buried?

Did Chaucer complete *The Canterbury Tales* before he died?

What does *Beowulf* use to fight Grendel?

Similar to Greek culture, what does a customary Anglo Saxon funeral entail?

How are the warriors punished for abandoning *Beowulf* at the dragon’s cave?

What is an epic?

What are the characteristics shared by most epics?

Although the author of *Beowulf* is unknown it is believed to have been written by whom?

How did the Anglo-Saxons transmit their literature?

*Beowulf* believes that the outcome of all of his efforts is ultimately determined by what?

*Beowulf* reflects the belief that the battle between good and evil is what?

In *Beowulf* there are biblical allusions to which book in the Bible?

What does the phrase “hell-forged hands” suggest about Grendel?

*Beowulf* is presented from which perspective?

When was *Beowulf* thought to be composed?

Why does *Beowulf* insist on fighting Grendel without weapons?

Who are Grendel and his mother descendants of?

From *A Vindication of the Rights of Women*:

Mary Wollstonecraft agrees with the idea that men are naturally superior to women in what?

Wollstonecraft believes that the primary goal of the “false system of education” for women is to make them into what?

According to Wollstonecraft, a woman’s first goal should be to do what?
The Tragedy of Macbeth Act One

At the beginning of the play, Macbeth can best be described as what?

Why is Macbeth surprised when he is addressed as Thane of Cawdor?

When does Macbeth begin to hope for Duncan's death?

The Tragedy of Macbeth Act Two

Why does Banquo not want to fall asleep?

What is the vision of Macbeth's dagger a result of?

Immediately following the murder, Macbeth is most concerned about what?

Why is Macbeth unable to say “Amen”?

The Tragedy of Macbeth Act Three

When the prophecies for Macbeth come true, how does Banquo react?

In the opening scene, Macbeth's real reason for asking Banquo about his plans for the day are to?

At the banquet, Lady Macbeth once again saves her husband from saying too much by doing what?

The Tragedy of Macbeth Act Four

In the last apparition that Macbeth sees, why does the last king hold a mirror?

The Tragedy of Macbeth Act Five

What does the central theme in Macbeth explore?

What is Macbeth’s tragic flaw?

In Act Five, why does Birnam Wood come to Dunsinane?

Subject verb agreement